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General Plowing Rules

1. CONTEST ANTS

A) Senior Contestants using Conventional Plows

B) Senior Contestants using Reversible Plows

C) Junior Contestants using Conventional Plows

2. General Rules

a) COMPETITORS

Open to two or more senior contestants and two junior contestants from each province or territory

who  must be recognized as having qualified in a Championship Plowing Contest in his or her Territory

conducted in accordance with rules of qualification approved by the CPO. Host Province or Territory

may  enter one additional junior contestant. The Plowing Association conducting the Provincial or

Territory  championship contest must satisfy the Canadian Plowing Organization that the true

champions are chosen  to represent their respective Province or Territory. There is no age limit for the

senior contest. Junior  contestants must not have reached the age of nineteen (19) by December 31st in

the year the contest is  held.

b) All Competitors must provide the "CPO Secretary" proof that they have $1 M Liability Insurance

before the competition begins. If you are part of a group policy, the contestant's names must be listed.

c) Judges and Score Cards

1. The Canadian Plowing Organization score cards will be used.

2. Each affiliated Province or Territory should nominate one - two judges, which will then be

approved by the Board of Directors of the CON Plowing Organization.

3) When practicable the judges will judge in panels of 2-3 and judge those aspects of the plots

assigned to that panel. The decision of the judges is final and binding.

3. PLOWS

a) Competitors are encouraged to supply their own equipment, but in case of someone needing

help, a contact number will be supplied by the Host Organization.

b) The CON Plowing Contest will be limited to 2 or 3 furrow mould board plows. The plows shall be

either Conventional or Reversible models fitted with a maximum of one coulter, one skimmer and one

share per  body. Tail pieces are optional (see item #(c). As for Reversible there is an exception; when

plowing the  crown one extra disc, coulter or skimmer is allowed.





b) Reversible plowing:

The plot will measure 100 meters long and 24 meters wide at one end and 16 meters at the other end.

c) Junior plowing:

Plots for junior competitors shall measure 100 meters long and 17 meters wide.

d) Should the size of the plots have to change, all competitors must be notified.

6. Time Allowed:

a) Opening split/ opening furrow:

The time allowed to complete the opening split/ opening furrow shall be 20 minutes.

b) Break:

After completion of the opening split/ opening furrow, all plowing must stop for a minimum of 30 -

60  minutes, while the openings are judged. Cast-off furrows and the scratch marks for reversible

plowing  must be done while judging is completed.

c) Plowing the plot:

The time allowed for the completion of the plots is two (2) hours and forty (40) minutes, making a

total  of three (3) hours.

d) Waiting time for cast off:

When a competitor must wait for his/ her neighbor before starting their cast off, they must

contact  the plot Steward; His/ Her plowing time will stop. After a minimum of 20 minutes

waiting time, they  may get permission from the Head Stewards Team to make their own cast-off.

e) Extra time in case of breakdowns, injuries or incidents:

In the event of a mechanical breakdown, the competitor must contact the plot steward and their

time  will stop. When a competitor must leave the plowing field to do repairs, a CPO Board

Member could  accompany the competitor to ensure only the necessary repairs are carried out

and no other changes  are done to the plow. The maximum time allowed for repairs, regardless of

the severity of the  breakdown shall be 60 minutes. If the breakdown takes longer than the 60

minutes, his/ her plowing  time resumes. Their lot must be completed within the additional 60

minutes. (Anything not finished  within that 60 minutes cannot be judged.)

7. Depth of Plowing:

The depth if any will be relayed during the Competitor Briefing.








